Responsibility all around

Taking care of what needs to be done lets your middle grader accomplish his goals and be a good citizen. Help him become more responsible in these key areas.

Self
Encourage your tween to take responsibility for his actions rather than blaming others. Say he gets a low quiz grade and complains that the teacher didn’t explain the material clearly. Ask what he could do the next time he doesn’t understand something. He might raise his hand or talk to the teacher after class. He’ll learn that he’s in charge of his own success.

Others
Have your middle grader find a way to follow through on his responsibilities to others. He could use his planner, a calendar, or an electronic alert to remind himself about his drama club fundraiser or his weekly video call with his grandparents. Then before he makes new plans, he should check to see if he’s available.

Community
A responsible community member obeys laws and takes care of shared property. Look for opportunities when you’re out together. While driving, you might point out how you move over when you pass a cyclist. Or at the grocery store, your tween could return a cart someone left in the middle of the lot so it doesn’t dent a car.

Ready for standardized tests

Springtime brings warmer weather—and, for your middle schooler, standardized tests. Help your child prepare with these tips.

Know the dates. Ask your tween to print out two copies of the testing schedule and highlight the tests she will take. She could post one copy on the refrigerator (so you’re in the loop) and keep the other copy in her backpack.

Be supportive. Tell your middle grader that you know she’ll do her best. Offer to look over her completed practice tests. Remind her to pack sharpened pencils with erasers, and a water bottle and healthy snack if permitted.

Keep it in perspective. Encourage her to take the tests and any practice tests seriously—but not to stress. Remind her that the results are only one measure of her performance in school.
Use your (academic) words

Your tween may not text the word *derive* to her friend or say *foreshadow* in everyday conversation. But words like these are important in school and will give her a richer vocabulary for the future. Suggest these fun vocabulary boosters.

**Make profiles.** Have your child create pretend social media profiles for vocabulary words. On paper, she could include an “About me” section describing the word’s meaning. For example, she may write “I love to carefully examine things.” Under “Friends,” she might place related words and phrases such as *evaluate* and *break down*. Perhaps she’ll include a “Photos” section with drawings showing the concept, such as a detective looking at evidence.

**Play I Spy.** In this version, the goal is to see how many ways you and your middle grader can use school vocabulary in daily life. She might talk about the *perimeter* of a building as you walk by it, hear someone *clarify* an answer during dinner, or notice an *abstract* painting in a waiting room.

---

**Up-close science**

How do magnifying glasses work? Your middle grader can discover the science behind them by making a curved lens out of gelatin. Share these steps with him.

1. Bring 1 cup water to a simmer on the stove or in the microwave.
2. Pour a 3-oz. packet of light-colored gelatin into a bowl. Add the hot water, and stir constantly for 2 minutes.
3. Let the gelatin cool for 10 minutes. Then, put 1 tbsp. on a plate in the refrigerator for 4 hours until it hardens.
4. Measure 1 tbsp. water into a short, clear glass. Carefully place the hardened gelatin (flat side down) in the glass.
5. Now try to read a book through the gelatin “lens” by moving the glass over the text. The lens bends, or refracts, light, so the words appear larger—just like with a magnifying glass.

---

**Q & A**

**Q** My son is always hungry, and it seems like he eats constantly. Unfortunately, he doesn’t always make the best choices. What should I do?

**A** Your child is growing faster than at any other time since infancy, so it’s normal for him to feel hungry. Since your son is likely to reach for what’s most readily available when his tummy rumbles, stock up on snacks that are nutritious and filling. Examples include Greek yogurt, nuts (if he’s not allergic), hummus, avocados, lean turkey slices, and bananas.

Also, busy tweens may be tempted to skip breakfast, but a healthy morning meal will keep him full until lunchtime. A complete breakfast might include eggs, whole-wheat toast, fruit, and a glass of fat-free milk. Help him plan his meal the night before—or he could meet friends for a nutritious breakfast at school.

---

**Parent to Parent**

“**My mom is so embarrassing!”**

My daughter Charlene and I were always close, so I was hurt when she started acting like I was an embarrassment in public. As we headed into her sports banquet, for instance, she walked 10 steps behind me.

I mentioned this to my neighbor who has older kids. She reassured me that this is a normal part of Charlene becoming independent from me. She said that letting her kids walk apart from her seemed to make them less resistant to going places with her. She also tried to avoid doing things that embarrassed them most, like hugging them in front of their friends. Eventually, she said, this phase will end.

I still don’t enjoy Charlene thinking I’m embarrassing. But I’m glad she’s becoming her own person, and I know it won’t last forever.